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Abstract: (1) Background: The challenge of immigrants and their integration into adopted countries is a key topic for the global field of social work. However, there is a paucity of research on immigrants’ lived experiences in gaining access to the labour market. Thus, this study examines how immigrants in Norway experience integration while in the process of gaining access to the labour market. The prevalent notion of integration achieved through gainful employment narrows the concept of integration and disguises the underlying marginalization and inequalities that are derived from majority-minority dividing lines. (2) Methods: Data were collected via nine qualitative semi-structured interviews with ten immigrants (one interview was with a couple) living in Norway. Data was analysed by using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis. (3) Results: The results showed that the participants experienced social exclusion but accepted this as an inevitable part of being an immigrant. The participants regarded the learning of Norwegian language as the key aspect to understanding social customs and forming informal relationships with native Norwegians and important for achieving integration. Freedom and equality were also regarded as issues of great importance. (4) Conclusions: The results provide the field of social work with important insights towards informing social work practices and challenging current paradigms.
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1. Introduction

Immigrant integration is at the core of debates taking place in global institutions such as the United Nations [UN], the European Union [EU], the International Organization of Migration [IOM] and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD] (OECD/EU 2018; The European Commission 2016; United Nations 2017; International Organization for Migration 2018), and dominates destination countries’ civic debates (Harder et al. 2018; Oliver and Gidley 2015). Immigrants are defined as individuals born abroad to two foreign-born parents and four foreign-born grandparents (Statistics Norway 2019b). Increased migration from less developed countries to the global North is fuelled by war, abuse, neglected human rights as well as climate change. This has prompted debates on how to include these new citizens successfully into general society and avoid their social exclusion (Harder et al. 2018; Oliver and Gidley 2015; Ott 2013). The growing numbers of immigrants and consistent disparities in employment rates support the need for more knowledge on integration through work for immigrants and how this knowledge can be used in the field of social work (Algan et al. 2010; Bratsberg et al. 2016; OECD/EU 2018; United Nations 2017).
Social work has a crucial role in working with immigrants, focusing on individual needs and social justice as well as informing policy and practice. Integration and support for refugees and asylum seekers are established and growing fields in social work (Bo 2014; Boccagni 2015; Rine 2018; Valtonen 2001, 2015; Viola et al. 2018). Social workers on the frontlines of the welfare state are essential in implementing integration strategies and policies in practice (Terum et al. 2012; Rine 2018). Shifting policies, managerialism and marketization affect professional approaches and objectives (Weinberg and Banks 2019). This requires a strong focus on ethics, morals, and values from social work(ers) (Banks 2012). Social work includes a multitude of perspectives, and critical theories where anti-oppressive practice is central (Payne 2006). In anti-oppressive social work, the emphasis is directed towards transformation of power relations, aiming to reduce social inequalities (Danso 2009). Advocating for oppressed groups’ rights and opportunities is central for social work practitioners (Danso 2009; Payne 2006). Ladhani and Sitter (2020) claim that anti-oppressive social work has reduced the importance of anti-racism in social work education as well as in practice. Payne (2006) suggests that anti-racism is part of anti-oppressive practice. Following this, in this article, anti-oppressive practice [AOP] comprises all forms of oppressive practices.

Integration through employment/work is a common goal in global integration-politics (Harder et al. 2018; OECD/EU 2018; Oliver and Gidley 2015). Harder et al. (2018) propose a definition of integration “ . . . the degree to which immigrants have the knowledge and capacity to build a successful, fulfilling life in the host society” (p. 11484). We accede to this definition. In the present study, ‘work’ is defined as employment. Incorporation into the labour market is an indicator of both short- and long-term integration for refugees (Ott 2013). Though integration is considered a good thing in general, ambivalence is present within some immigrant-communities (Craig 2015). Norway, like the rest of the global North, has experienced growing population diversity (Statistics Norway 2019a) and so faces the challenge of social inclusion due to this. An exploration of immigrants’ lived experiences of integration in Norway will provide knowledge applicable to other countries with similar attitudes to integration (including Sweden, the Netherlands, Germany, Italy, Canada, Switzerland).

The overarching objective in Norwegian integration-politics is to transform newly arrived immigrants into productive citizens and uphold the welfare state (Ministry of Justice and Public Security 2016a). In concurrence with Ott (2013), the OECD (2017) and the EU (OECD/EU 2018), self-provision by accessing the labour market is considered the best way to realize the ambition of integration (Ministry of Justice and Public Security 2016a). Integration facilitated by employment is assumed to guarantee a positive long-term integrational outcome (Ministry of Justice and Public Security 2016a). Hence, integration and work are entangled almost as a joint concept in the Norwegian discourse.

The Norwegian Introduction Programme for Newly Arrived Immigrants [NIP] is the most important measure for, and is paramount in, Norwegian integration policy (Djuve and Kavli 2019). NIP aims to provide asylum seekers, refugees, unaccompanied minors, and family reunified necessary qualifications to transfer into employment. The programme is mandatory for candidates aged 18–55. The programme’s aim is rapid and stable transfer into employment for immigrants (Ministry of Justice and Public Security 2016b). NIP offers language training and civic knowledge as well as job-training, and a relatively generous allowance. According to the OECD/EU (2018), employment rates are lower for immigrants than natives in all OECD and EU countries, and the gap has widened. Research specific to the Norwegian labour market shows similar conclusions (Bratsberg et al. 2016): Immigrants have lower employment rates than native Norwegians, at 67.1% for immigrants and at 78.5% for native Norwegians (Statistics Norway 2019c). Initial inclusion in the labour market prevents increased social security dependency (Bratsberg et al. 2016). Evidence from France, Germany and the UK supports the conclusion that immigrants struggle to transfer successfully into the labour market (Algan et al. 2010). In contrast, Bevelander and Irastorza (2014) found that immigrants in Sweden improved their employment rates,
achieved income growth similar to natives, and transferred into middle-skilled positions. Reduced gaps between male and female immigrants, admission to governmental support programmes, the country or region of origin, education level and the employment sector affected the employment rates (Bevelander and Irastorza 2014). Employment rates during initial years in Sweden were low for low-educated refugees and those arriving through family reunification in comparison to labour migrants (Bevelander and Irastorza 2014).

Immigrants consider work important for integration (Sigad et al. 2018) yet they struggle to secure employment suitable for their training and skills (Danso 2009). Furthermore, immigrants from the global South are subjected to high risks of precarity in the global North due to increasingly deregulated labour markets in western economies (Lewis et al. 2014). Immigrants have more precarious jobs and face higher job insecurity which in turn affects their health in a negative way (Liu et al. 2019). Several studies claim that refugees are particularly vulnerable in the pursuit for work (Marbach et al. 2018; Lliinares-Insa et al. 2020). Results from Germany show that labour barriers (bureaucratic distinctions between citizens and non-citizens, the structural system of legal regulations) impede immigrants’ participation in the workforce (Täubig 2019) and thus threaten integration. Evidence of ethnic penalties in Britain (Rafferty 2012), Norway (Fangen 2010), the Netherlands (Gracia et al. 2016) and Western countries in general (Midtbøen 2015) highlight barriers to immigrants’ transition into the labour markets which in turn hinder integration. Suggestions of discriminatory, unjust, and oppressive practices call for anti-oppressive social work to counteract such practices and support immigrants in their integration efforts (Danso 2009).

Differing definitions and perceptions of integration complicate comparison across national borders, studies, and time (Harder et al. 2018; OECD/EU 2018; Oliver and Gidley 2015). In addition to differing definitions, scholars embrace contrasting perspectives and explanations. Grzymala-Kazlowska and Phillimore (2018) argue that an ethno-national focus in migration studies has continued to use the binary language of minority/majority, them/us and dominant/non-dominant. They suggest super-diversity as a more fruitful and satisfying lens for analysing issues in immigration (Grzymala-Kazlowska and Phillimore 2018). Levitas (2005) agrees that there is a need to challenge the binary language, and states that social exclusion is a problematic term as it proclaims the division between majority—minority categories as the primary division in society. Such an understanding disguises inequalities and differences between the included and presents a deceptive picture that is overly harmonious (Levitas 2005).

According to Skjervheim (2002), who draws on the phenomenological philosophy of Buber (1958), there are two fundamentally different approaches to dialogue, which promote symmetrical or asymmetrical relationships. We can perceive the Other as a subject (a Thou) or as an object (an It). The relationship we have with a thing/object (an It) is fundamentally different to the one we have with a person/subject (a Thou). This profoundly affects our perceptions and how the dialogue proceeds.

An interaction between two subjects (I–Thou) finds common ground in focusing on an issue. The relationship between the two subjects is equal, and different from the issue which is the third part of this relationship. Meaning surfaces when both subjects direct attention/awareness towards the issue and explore this together. According to this theory we cannot fully understand the Others’ subjective perspective. For that reason, the issue becomes the focal point in which we can explore, and gain understanding without disregarding individual standpoints.

When we perceive another person as an It—as something different from ourselves—allocating labels and definitions, we objectify the Other (Skjervheim 2002). This relationship has two parts, the subject and the issue which, in this case, includes both the topic for conversation and the Other. Disregarding the Other’s perceptions, views, judgments, and experiences reduce the Other to an object, and the dialogue resembles a monologue. There is no common ground to explore because the subject perceives the Other as an object. Objectification forces the Other into the position of a spectator which prohibits the Others’
opportunity to take part and be a participant in the dialogue. Differences in power and positions can lead to asymmetrical relationships.

Research across disciplines on integration and migration provide knowledge relevant to the practice of social work (Valtonen 2015). Nevertheless, research specifically aimed at social work is important to improve professional practice and education, as well as promote and voice the relevance of international social work concerning immigrants (Healy 2004; Viola et al. 2018). Shier et al. (2011) conducted a review of the international migration and social work literature, covering the period 1985–2008. A growing interest in the sociological aspects of why people move took over from social work research’s initial focus on political context (Shier et al. 2011). A broad investigation revealed a strong focus on post-migration experiences. The studies focused on four major areas: (1) demographic or contextual aspects of migrants and migration, (2) service delivery, (3) physical and mental health, (4) macrostructural aspects related to migration (Shier et al. 2011). To inform social work in terms of practice, education, and professional values, the research should include more diversified perspectives (Shier et al. 2011).

Over the last few years, research regarding immigrants and integration within Norwegian welfare institutions and social work has intensified (Handulle and Vassenden 2020; Johansen and Studsrød 2019; Tembo et al. 2020). There is, however, a lack of empirical studies exploring the actual experiences of immigrants concerning work and integration. The immigrants’ lived experiences regarding the association between integration and work is an important aspect, yet one that has been insufficiently explored. This study is concerned with immigrants who have a refugee background, including resettlement/quota refugees and those who have applied for asylum in Norway and gained residency whatever reason, as well as individuals who have residence through family reunification with someone in the aforementioned categories (Ministry of Justice and Public Security 2016a). The aim of this study is to contribute knowledge regarding how immigrants experience integration when they are attempting to secure work. The research question for this study is: How do immigrants experience integration while in the process of gaining access to the labour market?

2. Materials and Methods

The chosen methodology of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis [IPA] is a research approach committed to examining how people make sense of their major life experiences and is therefore well suited for this study (Smith et al. 2009).

IPA has three major underpinnings, phenomenology, hermeneutics and ideography. Phenomenology seeks to describe lived experience and to connect directly and immediately with the world as we pre-reflectively experience it (Finlay 2011). Hermeneutic phenomenology (Heidegger and Schmidt 2010) places emphasis on ‘being-in-the-world’, interpretively exploring existential dimensions of embodied relationality. The idiographic focus ensures that each case is allocated attention and thorough analysis.

IPA aims for rich, interactive layers of interpretation, and renounces width for depth to ensure that the major topics, as opposed to those which appear most frequently, are identified. IPA recognizes that the most important experiences are often the most difficult to talk about. Insightful interpretation acknowledges this predicament with a careful analysis of the participants’ experiences. Interpretations derive from the participants’ accounts, fusing the participants’ words and experiences with the interpretations carried out by the researcher.

The qualitative nature of the analysis required critical self-awareness on the researcher’s part to ensure trustworthiness and dependability (Finlay 2002; Patton 2015). A phenomenological ‘attitude’ was adopted which attempted to bracket the author’s prior assumptions in order to attend more fully to the participants’ experiences. This reflexive attitude combined with recurring discussions among the authors was undertaken to ensure ethical conduct and methodological integrity.
2.1. Sample and Recruitment

The purposeful selection consisted of six men and four women aged 18–55 (see Table 1). Further criteria were

- Refugees, asylum-seekers, or family members reunified with refugees or asylum-seekers;
- Completed a year in NIP;
- Experiences of work and integration within the Norwegian welfare context.

The participants were recruited through the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration (NAV) and NIP. Employees of NAV and the Introduction programme enquired whether eligible candidates were interested in participating. The participants were informed that the study was unrelated to NAV and the Introduction programme, and that their participation in the study would not in any way affect their relationship with NAV or the Introduction programme.

Contact information for the participants who upheld their interest was forwarded to the first author to schedule interviews. The participants received thorough information about the study on several occasions. One possible participant retracted the initial consent, and one did not reply to numerous attempts to schedule an interview.

Table 1. Presentation of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Time in Norway</th>
<th>Family Status</th>
<th>Employment Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tarik</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Unmarried</td>
<td>Enrolled in Introduction programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamza</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Enrolled in Introduction programme + Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadia</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Enrolled in Introduction programme + Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Married, 3 children</td>
<td>Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anwar</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Married, 2 children</td>
<td>Enrolled in Introduction programme + Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mai</td>
<td>Burma</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Married, 3 children</td>
<td>Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almaz</td>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Student + Job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyob</td>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Married, 1 child</td>
<td>Enrolled in Introduction programme + Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iman</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Unmarried, 1 child</td>
<td>Enrolled in Introduction programme + Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebez</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unmarried</td>
<td>Enrolled in Introduction programme + Job</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants had lived in Norway between 1 1/2 and 10 years at the time of the interviews. Their language-skills varied, as did their amount of work-experience in Norway (0–2 years). They all lived in urban areas in the western part of Norway. Smith et al. (2009) suggest that the sample size should be limited to assure depth in the analysis. A limited number of participants will provide opportunity to make comparisons without losing idiographic meanings.

2.2. Data Collection

The empirical data were collected through nine qualitative interviews, with ten immigrants (one interview was with a couple) living in Norway. The interviews were conducted
by the first author between September 2017 and May 2018. The interviews lasted between 50 min and 1 h and 45 min. The interviews took place in a setting chosen by the participant (researcher’s office, participant’s homes, facilities of the Introduction programme). Three interviews were conducted in English, while six interviews were conducted in Norwegian. The participants were encouraged to speak freely about their experiences, generating spontaneous questions during conversations. All participants declined the offer to have an interpreter present. An audio-recorder was used during the interviews to ensure verbatim transcriptions.

Semi-structured interviews allowed the participants to share their experiences freely and elaborate on their lived experiences. The interview guide drew on questions about work experience and their current and future situation in order to explore the participants’ experiences on work and integration. The raw data were analysed as shown in Table 2 in the analysis section. A broad spectrum of utterances such as feelings and non-verbal communications were incorporated in the analysis (teary eyes, hand gestures, tone of voice). To better remember statements, phrases, noteworthy incidents and expressions of feelings, reflective entries were noted in a research diary. The notes were included in the interpretation of the participants’ utterances.

### Table 2. Example of analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploratory Comments (Descriptive, Linguistic, Conceptual)</th>
<th>Original Transcript</th>
<th>Emergent Themes</th>
<th>Superordinate Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Islamic group or the government.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel the freedom.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not my country.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot engage in politics.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hamza</strong>: The problem is that half the Syrian people support the Islamic group, and the other half support the government. So, how can these people live together again?</td>
<td><strong>Entangled politics and religion divide the country</strong></td>
<td><strong>Immigrants’ experiences on belonging, freedom and equal chances</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interviewer</strong>: Yeah, in peace?</td>
<td><strong>Hamza</strong>: Many Syrians now live in Germany, in Norway. They feel—I feel the freedom. I never talk about politics. Okay, I live in Norway, but it’s not my country. For example, I cannot talk about which political parties I like, no. I can maybe just talk with my friend, but it’s not my country. I cannot vote, yeah.</td>
<td><strong>Experiences of actual freedom</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Research Ethics

The data retention was approved by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD), (reference # 55202). Careful, sensitive negotiation was required to protect participants from any consequences of participation and to reflect on uneven positions relating to language, gender, and context. To ensure voluntary and informed participation, the participants received thorough information about the study on several occasions. In addition, the participants received information on the possibility of withdrawing from the study (none did). Each participant signed the consent form. The participants were each allocated a pseudonym to ensure anonymity.

During the interviews, participants were at times overwhelmed by strong feelings such as sadness, anger, or despair as they referred to the trauma of their history and current experience. The interviewer (first author) was acutely aware of the sensitive nature of the data being collected and the importance of not overly traumatizing the participants. Drawing on her social work training, care was taken to respond respectfully and sensitively to participants’ disclosures.
2.4. Data Analysis: Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis

The data were analysed through the systematic step-by-step approach suggested by Smith et al. (2009) aiming to pull out explicit and hidden meanings through iteratively examining the data (Finlay 2011).

Step 1. Reading and re-reading the transcribed data ensured a deeper familiarity with the data, focusing on the participants’ experiences on integration.

Step 2. Initial noting involved extensive annotation that resembled a free textual analysis. The research diary was revisited to incorporate the immediate remarks about feelings and non-verbal communications (teary eyes, hand gestures, tone of voice) in the analysis.

Step 3. Developing emergent themes meant organizing the large body of comments into clusters. This required focus both on details (looking for key-quotes/gems), and on the larger parts of the data (the overall theme(s) in the account). Comparing and contrasting emerging patterns and connections required a meticulous involvement with the transcript and the research diary to ensure inclusion of significant themes. When developing emerging themes, the original transcript merged with interpretations from the analyst.

Step 4. Searching for connections across emergent themes required focusing on the themes, aiming to discover interrelationships that was not uncovered in the previous step. Hidden or unnoticeable connections (appreciation as a possible drawback for integration) as well as the apparent ones (the importance of language) were noted. The different themes were listed and moved about on the computer, and a hard copy was printed out. This enabled stepping back to get an overview of all the themes. Clusters of themes connected, emerging as a persisting focus revealed connections. New lists were allocated to gather and re-evaluate the emergent themes. This process was repeated until the themes appeared explicit and covered the account’s major results in a meaningful way.

Step 5. Moving to the next case meant repeating the process. The procedure covering the analytical steps was carried out for each interview, aiming to start afresh while at the same time acknowledging the undeniable preconceptions emerging.

Step 6. Looking for patterns across cases is the final step. To get an overview of the data, paper copies were laid out on the floor and marked with different colours for each participant. Gazing at the themes—alternating between the different accounts—unveiled interrelationships and connections as well as contradictions. Themes were cut out and moved around to ensure a thorough process, mirroring the alterations between part and whole. The process was repeated several times to ensure reliable chains of connections. The results from the analysis are the three following themes: (1) Freedom as heaven: Superficial belonging, traumas, and lack of empathy, (2) Language as the key: Lack of arenas to learn language and social customs, and (3) Inevitable discrimination: Immigrants’ lived experiences of categorization and discrimination.

3. Results

Three themes emerged from the analysis process: (1) Freedom as heaven: Superficial belonging, traumas, and lack of empathy, (2) Language as the key: Lack of arenas to learn language and social customs, and (3) Inevitable discrimination: Immigrants’ lived experiences of categorization and discrimination. These themes accentuate a variety of topics related to integration, including freedom, belonging, lacking empathy, language, social relationships, implicit rules, categorization and discrimination.

3.1. Freedom as Heaven: Superficial Belonging, Traumas, and Lack of Empathy

A strong sense of belonging, entangled with the worst experiences of their lives, complicated the participants’ relationships with their motherland. The participants regarded being safe and receiving fair and respectful treatment fundamental in their decision to stay in Norway.
The participants experienced violations, torture, maltreatment, and threats from the authorities in their country of origin and suffered physically and emotionally because of it. Freedom as they found it in Norway was non-existent in their motherlands. The participants still missed customs and traditions from their motherland as well as friends and family. Returning to their motherland would mean giving up the freedom and equality that they greatly appreciated and could leave them subjected to retaliation. Anwar explained why he would never return to live in Syria: “Norway is freedom! I came to heaven, and what I left behind was hell.”

The civic rules that included every individual and were followed by everyone, appeared surprising yet imperative for the participants’ perception of society. To them, this demonstrated equality and a just allocation of advantages which they did not recognize from before. Corruption, nepotism, and the unequal distribution of opportunities in their homelands derailed their chances to realize ambitions such as education. The participants seemed to value the lack of censorship as well as equally distributed opportunities in education and social mobility in their adopted country. Being able to rely on personal skills and abilities rather than status, money and power-relations appeared to open new possibilities for them.

The participants were surprised to learn that the authorities designed schemes to ease their transition into the labour market as well as provide them with financial support. They emphasized the governmental support system as paramount in their experience of feeling integrated and part of society. While experiencing this welcoming and greatly facilitated integration scheme, the participants described feeling confused and diminished when native Norwegians perceived them as a group of hungry, poor, and helpless refugees. Almaz described how uncomfortable she was with the label refugee:

I felt inferior to people. ( . . . ) I did not feel part of Norwegian society, but like a kind of bug that Norwegians had to take care of. I hated the word refugee. Then I realized, of course I’m a refugee to this country, but everyone is a refugee, I said to myself. ( . . . ) Refugee is just a word, it doesn’t describe me, or my situation.

The participants experienced that people they met in practice placements asked questions that they perceived as disrespectful (Are your family starving? Do wild animals roam the streets outside your home?). The participants seemed hesitant to challenge such perceptions. Mai said: “I felt like crying in front of them, and I wanted to tell them to stop. You don’t understand what we have lived through. I wanted to say that, but I didn’t dare.” To the participants this appeared as a deficiency in understanding and empathy for their circumstances. They felt devalued and minimized.

3.2. Language as the Key: Lack of Arenas to Learn Language and Social Customs

Speaking the language and understanding social customs was considered essential to achieving social inclusion. The participants found it difficult to make lasting relationships with Norwegians, and felt they had to justify their frequent gatherings with friends from their own country.

Several of the participants characterized language as the main key to integration. Language represented understanding, but also the ability to engage and interact with native Norwegians as well as other immigrants. Iman explained: “If I go to a room, I need to open the door, to do that I need a key. For me, language is that key”. The Norwegian language was described as a difficult language to learn, because of the limited practice opportunities afforded outside classroom walls and a lack of contact with native Norwegians. Despite recognizing language as the key to achieving integration, the participants considered the training provided by the government to be insufficient to prepare them for work and for a social life.

The participants were reliant on administrative programmes to form relationships with Norwegians and described the support system as crucial for participation and integration. They struggled to understand how to establish stable relationships with Norwegians. Omar described; “If you greet a new neighbour, you approach him with a ‘hi’ and a ‘good
afternoon’. Sometimes he sees you but doesn’t greet you back. That is strange. How can one build a social network from that?” The participants expressed that Norwegians, unlike themselves, seemed to need an appointment and a purpose to engage in social interaction. To the participants, their traditions of a close social life appeared to cause distrust amongst native Norwegians. The participants felt as if they had to defend their right to socialize, justifying that social gatherings did not prevent them from working. Almaz said:

> When I’m at home, I want to invite many people to my home, to share a meal. And they [Norwegians] see us gathering and say, ‘Ah, refugees never work. They just stay at home and eat’. That seems to be the impression the Norwegians have of us.

The participants also noted that the learning and understanding of implicit and unwritten rules was demanding. They regarded interaction with natives as essential to understanding social customs and how to conduct themselves. Hamza explained: “We have to understand where we are living. And we have to understand that the rules are different here, and so is the social life.” The participants who formed relationships with native Norwegians (families hired by the municipalities to provide support) considered the experience helpful. Almaz said: “I have a Norwegian family now, which helps me to be integrated (...)” She explained that they helped her to understand the language, implicit and unwritten rules as well as behaviour that seemed strange (like going outside in the pouring rain).

### 3.3. Inevitable Discrimination: Immigrants’ Lived Experiences of Categorization and Discrimination

Several of the participants experienced unpleasant situations in Norway. In their own words, they consciously refused to acknowledge the significance and impact of such events. Nevertheless, the possibility of such occurrences evoked self-consciousness about their performance and conduct.

Offensive and disrespectful behaviour seemed to occur regularly. Iman experienced people passing by the unoccupied seat next to her on a full bus, Tarik experienced that a neighbour claimed that all Muslims were dangerous, while Omar met a woman scared to accept a helping hand from him—a bearded man with Arabic facial features. These experiences suggested bias or intolerance. The participants seemed to wrap abusive events in a tone of harmony, downplaying their significance. Most of the participants seemed reluctant to describe events that caused them sorrow or made them feel uncomfortable. It was as if they felt they were disloyal or ungrateful if they voiced concern and raised awareness about the possibility of prejudice/discrimination.

However, overhearing remarks from someone who disliked their presence because of their status as an immigrant or their appearance inflicted emotional pain. Tarik said:

> I have sat on the bus listening to people, Norwegians, saying that they don’t like, or can’t stand to see immigrants here in their motherland. Most people would, however, say that you are welcome, you must live your life and be safe.

Though they felt uncomfortable, angry, or provoked, the participants underlined that unpleasant encounters were rare, and most people were pleasant and welcoming. The participants justified transgressions against themselves as minor incidents of little importance. They consciously directed their focus to occurrences they perceived as uplifting and filled with joy to help them minimize negative encounters. Nevertheless, some events seemed to rattle the participants. Tarik described an encounter with a Norwegian man:

> He asked why we came to his motherland. He said ‘You must go back. We don’t like Muslims here’. I didn’t understand what he said, but my friend understood everything, and he answered. ( . . . ) ‘I can’t live there, why do you say these things? We are humans!’ He [the Norwegian man] said ‘No, I don’t like Muslims’.

Prejudice caused some stress but mostly fatigue for the participants. They experienced embodied reactions of sadness. These reactions prompted a need to protect themselves.
Iman said: “I have to let it go, because I don’t want to have more stress, I will be sick. So, I say, it’s okay, it’s okay.” The participants seemed to spend a fair amount of energy making sense of what happened to them and attempting to reduce the impact it had on their lives. It appeared as if they accepted discrimination as an inevitable part of being an immigrant.

The participants tended to withhold their reactions, believing anger and sadness would weigh them down. The participants’ previous experiences seemed to strengthen their inclination to focus on the positives and handle difficult events with awareness, respect, and concern. Nebez explained: “I cut an old man’s hair. He said, ‘Your Norwegian is really good.’ When someone supports you like that you want to keep going.” Positive encounters seemed to have a stronger bearing on how the participants felt and how they made sense of interactions with hostile individuals.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study is to gain insight into how immigrants experience integration while in the process of gaining access to the labour market. The focus on the immigrants’ own voices and subjectively lived experiences ensures a contemporary relevance concerned with diversity and inclusiveness/integration. This study contributes to the growing literature that recognises the experiences of immigrants and challenges they face, during the process of getting work (Sigad et al. 2018; Täubig 2019). The discussion summarizes key results and considers implications for social work practice and professional values.

4.1. Contribution of the Study

The results suggest that the participants embraced and accepted the close association between integration and work, as they regularly stated that work was important for their integration. Their difficulties in securing a job caused them to experience a sense of social exclusion. Consequently, their psychological fulfilment, as well as their ability to take part in society and realize their ambitions was limited by their lacking inclusion and participation. Further, our results show that the participants’ search for work became a struggle for integration. This is in line with the studies of Algan et al. (2010), Bevelander and Irastorza (2014) and Bratsberg et al. (2016), who all found that immigrants struggle to transfer successfully into the labour market. Our results show that the emphasis on integration through work seemed to intensify the struggle to gain employment. This is also found in Sigad et al. (2018) study that concluded that work was considered important for integration by immigrants. The findings in Täubig’s (2019) study suggested that participation in the workforce was impeded by barriers. For the participants in our study, having a job was key to realizing other aspects concerned with integration such as housing, health and social links, which also appeared important to them. The close association between work and integration heightened the importance of work as a prerequisite for integration in the participants’ minds. In their minds, the inability to secure a job implied a failing, and ultimately impeded integration. Several scholars challenge the narrow measurement of successful integration as limited to gainful employment (Craig 2015; Halvorsen 2012; Kildal 2012; Oliver and Gidley 2015). Nevertheless, the close association between integration and work gives work a prominent role in integration. The immigrants’ acceptance of the prevailing idea of integration through work suggests that they have become spectators. We would argue that lacking acknowledgment of their views and experiences have forced the immigrants into a spectator position.

The participants in our study appreciated the freedom and equal chances they perceived as embedded in Norwegian society. However, they lacked the experience and knowledge to benefit fully from the opportunities. The results suggests that the participants’ integration was restricted and impeded by their lack of Norwegian cultural knowledge which, in turn, hindered their capabilities to participate in integration activities. Especially, because they described that they lacked knowledge on Norwegian social customs, language, implicit and unwritten rules. Dialogue should facilitate and promote understanding of immigrants’ existing knowledge so that measures can support their indi-
individual needs and efforts. Our results show that the participants experienced integration differently. Lack of individualised interventions, and disregard for individual resources and characteristics, could thus pose a threat to integration. Immigrants must strive towards integration, utilizing individual resources and characteristics. Still, governmental schemes must prevent the responsibility for integration to be totally individualized. In our view, adjusting integration schemes to individual needs would benefit both individuals and society. According to Harder et al. (2018), capability and knowledge are equally important dimensions in integration. Suggestions of a discrepancy between short-term and long-term results have been raised by scholars (Bratsberg et al. 2016). This knowledge of immigrants’ difficulties in transferring to and maintaining a place in the workforce should lead social work professions to give more support for immigrant rights and their equal and just treatment (Danso 2009). Furthermore, insist that social work’s unique contribution is recognized and capitalized on.

Our results revealed that participants appeared to link unpleasant encounters and transgressions with past experiences. They grew accustomed to and accepted intolerance as an inevitable part of being an immigrant. Intolerance violates the ethical principles embedded in social work. Social work’s focus on non-discriminatory practices suggests a need to critically re-evaluate immigrants’ position in general society drawing on the participant-spectator distinction suggested by Skjervheim (2002). The participants’ acceptance of violations raised the concern whether integration—to the participants—relied on their ability to accept transgressions and present themselves as deserving immigrants (Børhaug 1999; Danso 2009; Valtonen 2001; Weinberg and Banks 2019). Ethics as a starting point for deliberations on integration could raise the focus on moral responsibility (Børhaug 1999). Furthermore, it would nuance the debate and create an opportunity for the incorporation and acknowledgement of immigrants’ voices. Moreover, this would make room for a more substantial influence from social work practice and knowledge (Danso 2009; Valtonen 2001; Viola et al. 2018; Weinberg and Banks 2019). It appeared that the participants’ inclusion was dependent on their ability to condone discriminatory practices. Børhaug (1999) and Weinberg and Banks (2019) suggested a need to focus on the ethics and moral responsibility embedded in the practice of social work and called for a focus on anti-oppressive practices to promote structural change, and advocate for equality (Danso 2009). Such practices should start by acknowledging the importance of equality through dialogue and should perceive immigrants as equal partners.

The results suggested that the participants experienced social exclusion and felt it prevented them from becoming full members of society. Levitas (2005) problematized the term social exclusion stating that it discloses problematic issues associated with inequalities and marginalization rather than illuminating them. Discourses on integration traditionally formed on the axis of binary language, as stated by Grzymala-Kazlowska and Phillimore (2018), maintaining the traditional dividing-lines and ways inequalities are perceived. Levitas (2005) stated that thinking along minority–majority lines covered up differences. However, being part of majority or minority did not necessarily uncover structural disadvantages imperative to social inclusion (Levitas 2005). Diversity and super-diversity acknowledge the complexity and multifaceted nature of immigration (Boccagni 2015; Grzymala-Kazlowska and Phillimore 2018; Vertovec 2007). According to Boccagni (2015), social work is a well-suited field for evaluating the conceptual transition from diversity towards superdiversity. Although social work is excellently equipped to meet such requirements, the challenge lies in transferring honorary wording into practice (Boccagni 2015). A dialogue focused on honouring social work’s ethical principles such as human dignity, right to autonomy and solidarity requires an acknowledgment of immigrants as equal partners.

The participants perceived establishing lasting relationships with native Norwegians as a superior opportunity that would enable integration. However, the participants found it difficult to establish such relationships. By the same token, insufficient opportunities to socialize with native Norwegians made implicit social customs hard to understand and
language practice fragmented. Enhanced language skills would, as they perceived it, facilitate participation in general society. The participants who experienced close relationships with Norwegian families regarded it as important and helpful in their integration. When understood as a two-way process, integration suggested reciprocal interactions, including people already living in Norway as well as those who moved there (Ministry of Children, Equality and Social Inclusion 2013). However, governmental expectations, with no steps taken to ensure effort from immigrants and natives, simply remained expectations. The reciprocity relied on individuals, organizations, or municipalities. Positive experiences supported the participants’ yearning for informal contact. We suggest that there is potential to include native Norwegians in the integration of immigrants, which could stimulate integration for immigrants as well as securing knowledge and familiarity, widening the concept of integration. Integration of immigrants is an important topic for social work practice (Bo 2014; Boccagni 2015; Rine 2018; Valtonen 2001, 2015; Viola et al. 2018). Social works professional commitment to social change suggest that social work should pilot and govern such initiatives, fusing governmental and private engagement to improve immigrants’ integration in Norway.

4.2. Implications for Social Work Practice

Social work is a practice-oriented profession dedicated to preventing social problems, solving or reducing the impact of social problems, or improving life opportunities (Eide and Skorstad 2013). Based on the results we argue that it is necessary to adopt more effective measures in social work aiming to support immigrants’ own efforts for integration. To counteract individualized responsibility for integration, social work must continue to address and challenge structural issues and social inequalities, as suggested by AOP (Danso 2009; Dominelli 2017; Thompson 2016). Furthermore, it is substantial to adopt a broader view for what integration entails. Integration through work is the preferred trajectory in Norway. The knowledge on immigrants’ difficulties in maintaining stable employment should widen the concept, realizing that integration can be achieved through a stronger emphasis on language, relationships with Norwegians and measures designed to promote social change and redistribution of welfare to even out living conditions. AOP is advocated by scholars such as Dominelli (2017), Thompson (2016), Danso (2009) and more. According to de Montigny (2011) the focus on AOP in social work education and practice narrows social workers’ ability to discover the complex causes of human suffering. When social workers generally consider oppression the reason for difficulties, misery or anguish, the risk for overlooking other sources for suffering is imminent (de Montigny 2011). de Montigny (2011) suggests that focus on oppression, power and privilege forms a seal that prevent social workers from discovering and challenging causes other than oppression, power and privilege. We would argue that AOP’s focus on social inequalities and structural injustice paired with interpretation of subjective lived experiences is an example of a discovering attitude. Thus, our results indicate that a discovering attitude, focused on exploring, is achievable within a framework of AOP.

Social work’s professional values suggest a stronger focus on the experience’s immigrants have gained. Recognition of these unique experiences represents an opportunity to adapt and develop more suitable integration schemes. As participants suggest, informal contact can play a decisive role in learning language, as well as the unwritten and implicit rules of society. Informal contact is a chance to support immigrants’ independence and promote integration. It could support their opportunities to form new relationships and their ability to exploit the opportunities in Norwegian society. Furthermore, this would start to fuse different communities together through interplay.

Social work is first and foremost about social change and should focus on immigrants’ need for support to achieve integration. The results of this study show a need for custom-made support that builds on individual needs and resources as well as addresses the barriers to integration. Following Buber (1958), our findings suggest that a collaborative approach which respects the personhood, capability and autonomy of the immigrant,
rather than a controlling one based on power differential, is called for. To counteract the pernicious aspects of social control, social work needs to uphold ethical principles and promote non-discriminatory practices, advocating solidarity with immigrants.

This study has shown that learning the host language was crucial for the participants to be integrated. Language involves language proficiency but also the ability to understand general society. The participants described the skills they gained in the introduction programme as insufficient in terms of developing language proficiency. They expressed a desire to enhance their skills by practising and thereby refining their abilities. We would argue that social work should promote and facilitate such opportunities by advocating additional language-training.

Social work’s person-in-environment approach suggests that immigrants’ experiences can generate important knowledge for practice, values, and education. Social work recognizes the importance of experiences. It is thus important to acknowledge everyone as an independent voice in the multivoiced reality (Bakhtin 1984), while facilitating dialogue as suggested by Skjervheim (2002).

4.3. Limitations

Qualitative analysis draws heavily on the researcher’s ability to be critically aware of built-in assumptions as well as differences in language and culture. We believe sensitivity to context and impact/importance has been demonstrated by engaging with this topical issue related to diversity and inclusion. Transparency and rigour have been demonstrated by providing evidence in the analysis with extensive quotations. Overall, we believe that the study adopted a suitably rich idiographic approach, and the ‘double hermeneutic’ process enabled a reflective focus on the participants’ subjective lived experience. That said, the results remain emergent, partial, and tentative.

A purposefully sampled group of people with lived experiences of integration and work shared their experiences. This study aims to provide some understanding of integration experienced by immigrants in the process of gaining work. As this study draws on the participants’ subjective accounts, it is challenging to replicate. Nevertheless, it would be an important task to carry out similar research to verify and nuance the results.

The interviews were carried out and transcribed by the first author. As the participants’ accounts were the focus of attention, they chose which language the interviews were conducted in. The limitations of language proficiency were, in part, counteracted by attending carefully to non-verbal language such as body-language, gestures and tone of voice. Equally important, the analysis ensured that the participants’ embodied emotional responses were included in the interpretations.

Each participant was offered an interpreter but chose to reject this opportunity. The opportunity to speak in one’s native language would probably ensure more precise and raw expression of thoughts/feelings. However, the presence of an interpreter might have restricted the participants’ free speech and would have involved another layer of interpretation where unintended meanings creep in.

Given the lack of information available concerning immigrants’ experiences related to work and integration, this study—despite its limitations—addresses the gap and provides important knowledge for professional practice and to inform policy creation. Perhaps its most important contribution is the inclusion of the immigrants’ own voices. Such an honouring of their expressed experience is desperately needed in any ongoing debate on integration.

This study has a relatively small sample, and—in line with its qualitative epistemology—is not generalizable. A small study can, however, be transferable and relevant outside its locality. Evidence from Norway can provide insights relevant to similar contexts in other countries. Furthermore, this would suggest a solid base for designing research in other contexts and for designing quantitative research to assess the range and generalisability of the findings. Further research should go deeper into individuals’ different experiences. A profound and more committed phenomenological approach using fewer participants or
research with a larger sample applying methods such as grounded theory, mixed methods and survey methods could begin the process of recognising different types of immigrant experiences, contexts and needs. Attention needs to be paid to different organizational and occupational settings, as well as health issues in future research regarding immigrants, work and integration.
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